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ABSTRACT 
We characterize the symmetric space AI, i.e. SU(n)/SO(n), and its noncompact 
dual by means of the Weingarten map on geodesic spheres and two particular tensor 
fields T and S of type (I,31 and (1,2) respectively, satisfying certain algebraic 
conditions. 
1. PRELIMINARIES 
The purpose of the present paper is the characterization of the symmetric 
space AI, i.e. SU(n>/SO(n), and its noncompact dual by means of geodesic 
spheres and two particular parallel tensor fields, satisfying certain algebraic 
conditions on the manifold. 
The problem was first considered by L. Vanhecke and T. J. Wilhnore [S], 
who characterized spaces of constant curvature and spaces of constant 
holomorphic sectional curvature. The case of the oriented Grassmannian G,,,e 
([w) was studied later by the author [7,8], and the results were generalized by 
A. J. Ledger and D. E. Blair in [l] and [5,6]. 
In these papers we proved that: 
(I) If M is a Riemannian manifold of dimension n > 2, B is a normal 
neighborhood of any m E M, and V is a unit vector field on B -{m} tangent 
to geodesic rays y from m, then for any vector field X on B -{ml, we have 
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on y -{m) 
R(V, X)V = - V,.AX = A”X - (V,,A)X, 
where we note from the definition of A that AV = 0. 
(2) We have 
PROPOSIIX~N 1.1. Let m be a point in a Riemannian locally symmetric 
space M of dimension d >/ 3. Then m has a normal neighborhood U such that 
for each unit vector V,,, E M,,, and corresponding geodesic y, the parallel 
translate of an eigenspace of the linear map R(V,,,, . >V,,, along y is contained 
in an eigenspace of the Weingarten map A,,,,, for each geodesic sphere in U 
with center m. 
2. SOME PROPERTIES OF M = SU(n>/SO(n> AND THE 
STATEMENT OF THE THEOREM 
Consider the symmetric space M, which is compact, since SU(n> is 
compact. The tangent space at any point m E M can be identified with the 
vector space m,, of all real n X n symmetric matrices of trace zero over (w 
with dimension 
and inner product 
n” + n 
d, = - 
2 
-1 
g(X,Y) = tr(XY)). 
The corresponding Riemannian curvature tensor R 
R(X,Y)Z = (YXZ + ZXY)-(XYZ 
is given by 
+ ZYX). 
(2.1) 
(2.2) 
Similarly, for the noncompact dual M* the curvature tensor is just the 
negative of this, and it will be sufficient to consider the compact case. Of 
course the metric g can be replaced by any metric homothetic to it, without 
affecting R. 
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Define now the tensor field S of type (1,2> by 
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S(X,Y)=XY+YX->tr(XY) (2.3) 
where X, Y E m,. This tensor field is invariant by the action of the isotropy 
group SO(n), so it extends to a parallel tensor field on M, denoted also by S. 
It is now a straightforward computation, using the definition of S, to prove 
the following 
LEMMA 2.1. The tensor field S bus the following properties: 
S(X,Y) = S(Y,X) (symmetric), (2.4) 
s(X,S(Y,Z)) = g(Y,S(Z,X)) = s(Z,S(X,Y)), X,Y,Z E m,,. (2.5) 
Define now the tensor field T of type (1,3) on m,, by 
21n 
T(X,Y,Z)=XYZ+ZYX-ntr(XYZ)=T(Z,Y,X). (2.6) 
LEMMA 2.2. The tensor field T is imariant by the isotropy group SO(n) 
and in terms of S is @en by 
+i[Xtr(YZ)-Ytr(ZX)+Ztr(XY)]. (2.7) 
Proof. The adjoint representation Ad of SO(n) on m,, is given by 
Ad:SO(n)+gl(m,),h+Adh:X+Adh(X)=hXh-’, X E m,. 
Hence we easily get 
Adh[T(X,Y,Z)] =T[Adh(X),Adh(Y),Adh(Z)], X,Y,ZEm,,. 
(2.8) 
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S(X,S(Y,Z)) = XS(Y,Z)+ S(Y,Z)X - ; tr(XS(Y,Z)) 
=T(X,Y,Z)+I.(Y,Z,X)-Ftr(YZ). 
Analogously 
s(Y,s(Z,X))=T(Y,X,Z)+I.(X,Z.Y)-Ftr(XZ), 
S(Z,S(X,Y))=T(Z,Y,X)+T(Z,X,Y)-Ftr(XY), 
from which we easily get the property (2.7). 
Combining now the relations (2.2) and (2.6), we easily get 
R(X,Y)Z=T(Y,X,Z)-T(X,Y,Z). n (2.9) 
LEMVA 2.3. The curmture tensor R in terms of S is gicen by 
R(X,Y)Z=S(Y,S(X.Z))-S(X.S(Y,Z))+~[Ytr(XZ)-Xtr(YZ)]. 
(2.10) 
Moreover, we easily prove that 
g(X,S(Y,Z))=2tr(XYZ). (2.11) 
Define now the real linear endomorphisms T,xy, Ti, and T”’ at m E M 
11,: 
T,yZ = T(X,Y, Z), T;Z = T(X, Z,Y), T”‘Z = T(Z,X,Y). (2.12) 
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So the equation (2.9) is reduced to 
R,y = Ty, - TX,.. (2.13) 
LEMMA 2.4. The tensor field T has the following properties on M: 
P,: 
~(T(X,Y,Z),W)=~~(T(Y,X,W),Z)=R(T(Z,W,X),Y). 
P,: 
T(X,Y,Z)=T(Z,Y,X). 
93: 
T,,,,T(X,Y,Z)+ iS’(O,U)tr(XYZ) 
=T(T,.,,X,Y,Z)+:S(Y.Z)tr(U’X) 
- 
[ 
T(X, TIII,Y, Z) + :S(X. Z) tr(U”Y) 1 
+ T(X,Y,T,,,,Z)+ as(s,Y)tr(r!‘Z). 
n’+n-2 
tr T,, = g(X, X), 
n 
trT”= 
n-2 
X ---&X3 X)3 
n 
(c) 
n”+4 n”+2n-8 
trT” = X.Y --+(X,X) + 2n n2 
g(X> T,,X), 
(d) 
2n” +4 n-4 
tr(T:)‘= ---p-g’(X,X)+ n ( -g X,T,“X), 
where X, Y, Z, V, W E m,, and g is the inner product given by (2.1). 
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Proof. The properties P, through P3 can be proved using the definitions 
of S and T. Hence we will prove the property P,(a). The remainder can be 
proved similarly. 
An orthonormal basis for the vector space m,, is (eii, ei.k+,], i < j = 
1,2 ,..., n, k=l,2 ,..., n-l, where 
1 
ek.k+l= {k(k + L) (2.14) 
0 
1 
-k 
0 
0 0 
The units in the matrices eii are in the ij and ji positions, and there are k 
units before - k in the matrices e; k + , . 
It is known that 
t* II - 1 
trT,,= C (Txxeij>eij)+ C (~xxe~,k+l,e~,k+l). 
i<.j=l !i=l 
Let X E m,,; then X can be considered as diagonal matrix (xi> such that 
Eri = 0, because of the action of the isotropy group. Hence 
CTxxelj' elj) = xt + xJ”, j = 2,3 ,..., n, 
CGxe,l, eer) = r% + %f, 1= 3,4 ,..., 12, 
(TxXen-l,,l) e,,-,.,,) = xi?-, +Ct. 
Adding these equations, we get 
f (Txxeij,eij)=(n-l)xf+ .. . +(n-l)xi=(n-l)g(X,X). (*) 
iCj=l 
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On the other hand, 
CT,,%,) eiz) = xf + xi, 
(Txxeh3,e;,) = &-(xf +x,” +2”xi), 
from which we have 
Adding now the relations ( * ), ( * * >, we get the property P,(a). n 
Particular use will be made of unit matrices (vectors) X E m,,, satisfying 
the relations 
T(X, X,X) = X, (x,s(x,x))=g(x,s(x,x))=o. 
Such vectors of the tangent space can be characterized by the following 
lemma, which can be proved by elementary matrix methods. 
LEMMA 2.5. Let X be a unit sector of M,,, such thut 
T(X,X,X)=X (2.15a) 
und 
(X,S(X,X)) = 0. (2.1511) 
Then X has rank two (rk X = 2) considered us a symmetric n X n matrix with 
truce zero, und corwersely. 
As a now easy consequence of this lemma and (2.2) we see that if 
V E M,,, is a unit vector satisfying (2.15a) and (2.15b) of Lemma 2.5, then the 
self-adjoint linear map R(V, .>V of M,,, acting on V I -the orthogonal 
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complement of V-has three cigenvalues A, = 2, A, = $, and A:, = 0 with 
corresponding eigenspaces 
and their orthogonal complement in V ‘. 
Let us now apply Proposition 1.1 to M. Let m E M, and U be a normal 
neighborhood of m as in Proposition 1.1. Let y be a geodesic in U from m, 
and X a parallel vector field along y. Finally let V be the unit vector field 
tangent to y. Then we have the identity X = X, + X, + X,, where 
x1=-T,S’X+~(X,S(V,V))S(v,v), 
x, = 2T,,,.X +2T;X -2(X,S(V,V))S(V,V), (2.16) 
Suppose now that X is orthogonal to V where T(V,V,V) = V and 
(V, S,(V, V)) = 0. Th cn X is the sum of three parallel eigenvector fields X,, 
X,, and X, of R(V, -)V along y. Hence, as a consequence of Proposition 1.1 
at any point P other than m on y, A,.X = Cf= 1 fi(V)Xi for some fi(V) E R, 
i = 1,2,3. Equivalently, 
P,: 
A,,X = jYrX + (2fa - f,, - f,)T;‘X +2(fi - f.r)T,,rX 
++(f* -4f, +3f7)(XS(V’V))S(V’V). (2.17) 
Since this property holds at all points of U - {rn}, we have the following 
result. 
PRoPosnroN 2.1. Let m E SU(n>/SO(n), and clzoose u normal neigh- 
borhood U of m us in Proposition 1.1. Then for any geodesic sphere S, in Ii 
with center m und for uny unit normal V to .Yv such thut T(V, V, V) = V and 
(V, S(V, V)) = 0, the Weingurten map A, of S,Y sutisjes P, where 
4(f; - f;)= f: -f; 
for some f;.(V) E R, i = 1,2,3. 
(2.18) 
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We now state our main result. 
THEOREM. Let M be a nonflat, complete, and simply connected Rieman- 
nian manafold of dimension > 3, with metric g and S a symmetric parallel s 
tensorfield of type (1,2) on M satisfying (2.5). Let T be a parallel tensorfield 
of type (1,3) on M satisfying P, through P4. Suppose that each m E M has a 
normal neighborhood U of m in which for each geodesic ray y from m with 
unit tangent vector field V satisfying T(V, V, V) = V and (V, S(V, V)) = 0, the 
Weingarten map has property Ps. Then M is homothetic to SU( n>/SO( n) or 
its dual. 
The proof of the theorem depends largely on a characterization of T on 
the tangent space m,,. For this purpose, we require the following result. 
P~o~osmos 2.2. Let V be a real vector space of dimension (n” + n)/2 
- 1 with inner product ( , ), and S a symmetric tensor field qf ttype (1,2) on 
V such that 
(x,s(Y,z))=(Y,s(z,x))=(z,s(x,Y)), X,Y,ZEV. (1) 
Let T be a tensor field on V defined by 
2T(X,Y,Z)=S(X,S(Y,Z))-S(Y,S(Z,X))+S(Z>S(X>Y)) 
+g(x~Y,z)-~(z,x)+,,x~~,, (2) 
and satisfying P, through P., with ( , ) replacin, h. (r (7 Then V is isomorphic to 
the vector space of all real n x n symmetric matrices of trace zero and under 
the identzfication 
T(X,Y,Z)=XYZ+ZYX-$tr(XYZ) and (X,X) = trX”. 
In order to prove this proposition we need an extension of the vector 
space m,, to the vector space m of all real, n X n symmetric matrices of 
dimension cl = (n’ + n)/2. So we define the tensor field T of type (1,3) on 
m by 
T( X, Y, 2) = XYZ + ZYX (2.19) 
and give a characterization of this tensor on the vector space m. 
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3. A CHARACTERIZATION OF T ON THE SPACE m 
As previously, we define the real, linear endomorphisms T,,., T”‘, and 
T; by 
T,,.Z = T( x, Y, Z), TS’.Z = T(Z,X,Y), T$ = T(X,Z,Y), (3.1) 
from which we easily get 
TX,)’ = T”“y (3.2) 
An orthonormal basis for m is (eiiX <.,, where eij is the unit matrix with 1 in 
the ith row and j th column and the ith column and j th row, and 0 
elsewhere. The following is easily verified. 
b3414A 3.1. The tensor field T bus the following properties: 
P;: 
g(T(X,Y,Z),W) = g(T(Y,X,W),Z) = g(T(Z,W,X),Y). 
9;: 
T(X,Y,Z) = T(Z,Y,X). 
TwT(X,Y,Z) = T(T,,,:X,Y,Z)- T(X,T,,,JY,Z)+ T(X,Y,T,,,Z). 
P.[ : 
(iI> trT,,=(n+l)g(X,X), 
(1,) trTi>O, 
(cl tr(T;)‘= g(X,T,SX)+2g”(X,X), 
(4 
nf2 
trT’.= x.x -g X,T,,X)+ $(X,X), 2 ( 
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where X, Y, Z, U, and W belong to m, and g is the inner product given by 
(2.1). 
Particular use will be made of unit vectors X satisfying the following: 
T(X,X,X) = X or T(X,X,X) = 2X. (3.3) 
Such vectors can be characterized by the following 
tAMMA 3.2. Let X be a unit vector. Then T(X, X, X) = 2X (T(X, X,X) = 
X) if and only $X has rank one (two) considered as a symmetric n X n matrix. 
We now state and prove the following: 
PHOPOSITION 3.1. L_d V be a real vector space with dimension d = 
(n” + n)/2 und inner product ( , >. LRt T be a tensor field of type (1,3) on 
V satisfying P,’ through Pi with ( , ) replacing g. Then there is a linear 
isomorphism q of V into m, the space of all n X n symmetric matrices, such 
that under identification 
T(X,Y,Z)=XYZ+ZYX and (X,X)=trX’. (3.4) 
The proof of this proposition requires several lemmas, which refer to V, 
under the above assumptions. 
LEMMA 3.3. For any X, Y, 2, U, and W of V we have: 
(1) T(X, U, T,xY) = T(X, Y, T;CJ) = T,xT(Y, X, U), 
(2) T(T;X, U, X) = Tx,T,xU = T,xTx,U, 
(3) T(T~~Y,U,T~W)=T,XT(Y,T~U,W), 
(4) 2T(2X,TyyX.Y)= T(X,Y,T,$+ TxxTr,.Y, 
(5) 2T’ xx Y=T(T XX I)+(;.) Y xx ’ 1 x . 
Proof. We prove the first property; the same method is used for the 
remainder. Taking U = Z = X in 9; and using Pi, we get 
2T(T(X,Y,X),U,X)=T(T~$,Y,X)+T(X,T(Y,X,U),X). (a) 
On the other hand, taking U = Z = X and exchanging Y and U in P,;, we 
have 
2T(T,XU,Y,X)=T(T,;Y,U,X)+T.;T(U,X,Y). (1,) 
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and using Pd, 
T(X,U,T,fY) = T;Z’(Y,X,U) Cc) 
Substituting now this equation in b>, we get 
T;T(Y,X,U)=T(TfU,Y,X) (4 
Comparing now Equations (c) and (cl), we get the required result. n 
Using now this lemma one easily can verify the following. 
Suppose now that X E V - (01, and let A and I_L be nonzero eigenvalues 
of Tc and T,, respectively. Then it is easily proved that the eigenspaces VA 
and 1: arc invariant by T. 
Ll71l\IA 3.5. Suppose X,1’ ure unit cectors in V such that T,,X = AX, 
A f 0, und T.fY = pY, m f 0. Th 
6) p = AI A, 
(ii) T,,Y = Al’. 
Proof. (i): We have 
[Lemma 3.3(3)] 
so /_L=+A. 
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(ii): Assume p = A. Then T,cY = AY, and using Lemma 3.3(2), we get 
Tx,yT,tY = Z’(AX,Y, X) or T,,AY = A’Y, from which T,,Y = AY. The same 
result follows if /J = - A, and the proof is complete. n 
COROLLARY 3.1. For eoery Z E V such thut T,Y,YZ = kZ, k # A, we huce 
T;Z = 0. 
It is now easy to prove the following. 
LE\l.VA 3.6. L.& X, Z E V -{0} he unit oectors such that T(X, X, X> = AX 
and T(X, X, Z) = pZ, p f A. Then either 
(i) /.~=h/2 or 
(ii) p = 0. 
COHOI,LAKY 3.2. The eigencalues of T,, und T‘c we A, A /2,0 und 
A, - A,0 respectidy, procided thut T(X, X, X> = AX. 
LEM~IA 3.7. Suppose that X is u nonzero sector in V such thut T(X, X, X) 
= AX. Then A is positive and 
A = IIXII” 
- 1+\/1+81~2~ , I 1 
4lXlI” +211Xl14 
2m, 
m,= A” 
2(An -2/jX((“)llXJI” 
1112 =
AS 
(3.5) 
where nz,, tnp ure the multiplicities of A, A /2 respecticely us eigenodues of 
TW 
Proof. From the properties P;(a)-(c) we get 
m,A 
tr T,, = (n + l)IIX/j’ = m,A + 2, (1) 
tr(T,$)‘= A(IXJ(’ +2j1XJ(4 = m’A” + nl”A’= m,A”, (2) 
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where pn’, WI” are the multiplicities of A, - A of T.;‘. So 
* = IIXII’ 
y--(l+;l+8m, ). 
1 
But from (1) we conclude that /\ > 0; hence the minus sign is impossible. 
The equation (2) now easily gives the formula for ml, and then we get from 
(1) the formula fool- m,. n 
we 
COKOLLARY 3.3. For any unit vector X E V such that T(X, X, X) = 2X 
have m, = 1, rn, = n - 1, m’ = 1, m” = 0. 
From now on, we define the subset D of V such that 
D=(U+J=O or rk TL,’ < rk T;, X E V - (0}} , (3.6) 
and denote A = im T,‘,: for every U E D - (0). We remark that P[ -P,’ will be 
used occasionally without reference. 
The following lemma can be easily proved: 
(i) A is T-invuriunt. 
(ii) For any unit vector X E A, 
(a) rk T:,’ = rk T:, 
(11) im T:: = im T,:, 
(c) ker T:j = ker T,$, 
Cd) A c D. 
(iii) The mapping T.cjA is nonsingular. 
We prove now the following 
LEMMA 3.9. 
(i) For uny X,Y, Z E A and U E D suppose thut T,,Y = T(X, X, Y) = AY 
untl T,y,Z = T(X, X, Z) = 1Z. Then 2h - p is also an eigenvalue of T,,. 
(ii> For any X E A the mapping TxSIA has only one eigenvalue. More- 
ocer, for Y E A and Y # X the eigencalues of T,,I, and T,.,.I,,, are equal, 
provided that I/X\] = j]Yjl = 1. 
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Proof. (i): Using the property 9; we easily get 
TXXT(Y>Z>Y) = (2A -p)T(Y,Z,Y). 
Hence 2A -F is an eigenvalue of Tx,, since T,rZ f 0 VZ E A [Lemma 
3.8(iii)]. 
(ii): Let A > 0 be the maximum eigenvalue of T,, on A, and k any other 
eigenvalue such that p f A. Then by (i), 2A - /_L is also an eigenvalue of T,,. 
But 2A - p > A, which is a contradiction. Hence F = A. Therefore A is the 
only positive eigenvalue of T,, on A. Therefore 
Tx,Y=AY VYEA, [(XII’ = 1. (3.7) 
We prove now that the eigenvalues of T,JA and T,.,-1, are equal. We have 
T,,X=kX, XEA, J(YIJ’= 1. 
Then 
k = (T,,.X,X) = (T(Y,Y,X),X)= (T(X,X,Y),Y) 
= (AY,Y) = AJJYII” = A, 
which completes the proof of the lemma. 
LEMM1.4 3.10. 
(i) Suppose X, Y E A. Then 
T,xY = 2A(X,Y)X - A(X, X)Y, 
where A is the only nonzero eigencalue of T,,. 
(ii) IfXEAandYEAL thenTgY=O. 
Proof. (i): We proved in the previous lemma that on A, 
T,,Y = AJJXII’Y 
(3.8) 
(3.9) 
for all X,Y E A. Linearizing this relation (replace X by X + Z, Z E A), we 
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#‘t T(X+Z,X+Z,t’)=A(X+Z,X+Z)~, ZEA,W 
T(X,Z,Y)+T(Z,X,Y)=2h(X,Z)Y. 
1u particular, if Y = X, then exchanging Z and I’ we get 
T(X,Y,X)+T(Y,X,X)=ZA(X,Y)X, 
which is the required relation. 
(ii): Since T,X’ is self adjoint, for any ‘Z E V - (0) for which T,$‘Z E im T,< 
= in) T,‘.’ = A we have 
(T;Y, Z) = (Y,T;Z) = 0. 
(1)) U ldon~s to A; c.g. U is m image cector of Ti,’ and T(U, U, U) = AU, 
where A is the positke eigencalue of T,:,,; rnoreooer TI.,:(AL > = 0. 
(c) I% nonxro eigwducs of T:; ure A cud - A, where h is the 
nonzwo eigenodue of T,.,., mith multiplicit!~ 1 ad tl - 1 respectiz;ely, whrre 
tl = dim A = rk T I,‘. I’ 
Cd) (i) tl = 1 fmd (ii) A = 2. 
Proof. We give the proof of Cd). 
From the trace xgumcnts P,‘(b), P,~(c) WC get 
A-(d-l)A>O and A’+(&l)A’=A+2. 
But A > 0 (as hits been proven), SO from A(2 - d) > 0 we conclude that 
tl < 2; hence tl = 1, since tl E N. Thercforc, the only positive root of the 
second equation is A = 2. l 
COROLI.AK\. 3.4. U E D if and or&y if T(U, U, U) = 227 
Denote now 1)~ Wi”, i = 0,1,2, the i-eigenspaco of T,;,,. Then as a 
conscquenc~~ of Lemmas 3.3, 3.8, and 3.11 we conch& that dim im T,,,. = 11, 
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dim W,: = ( n2 - n)/2, and there exists a unit vector U, E W,: such that 
Consider now the space W,,“l, which is nonzero, so that there exists a unit 
vector V, E WC? such that 
T(V,,V,,V,)=2U,. 
LEMMA 3.12. Let V,, V, be unit vectors in V defined us above. Then 
(1) T(V,,V,,V,)=T(V,,V,,V,~=T(V,,V,,V,)=T(V,,V,,V,)=O; 
(2) (Up&) = 0; 
(3) (i) T(V,, V,, X> = T(V,, V,, X> = 0 VX E V, (ii) T(V,, X, V,) E W:‘l f~ 
W:‘rtlXEV; 
(4) w, C’I + u2 = wy @ wp @WI6 (-- wyz; 
(5) dim(W:‘l n W,“L) = 1. 
Proof. We prove properties (3), (4, and 6%. 
(3): Let X E Wpl; then 
Hence T(V,, V,, X> = 0, since T I,lu, has eigenvalues 0, 1, and 2. 
Let X E WY; then 
from which T(V,, V,, X) = 0. 
Let X E W,?; then 
Tu,c,,T(U,,U,,X) =2T(U,>U,,X), 
so T(V,, V,, X) = cV,, where 
so T(U,, u,, X) = 0. 
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(4): Let X E Will+ ” *. Then T(U, + tYz, U, + U,, X> = 2X, and using prop- 
erty (3) we have 
T(U,,U,,X)+T(U,,U,,X)=ZX. (4 
Clearly this equation is satisfied for X E W:I or X E Wp. Moreover, 
X E WY if and only if T(U,, U,, X) = X; hence equation (a) is reduced to 
T(U,, L’,, X) = X, which means that X E W,“p, and conversely; therefore 
X E WL’l n WLI If X E WL’l, then equation (a) gives T(Uz,U,, X) = 2X 
or X :Wzus, khkh is incluc!ed in the first assertion. We get the same result 
if X E WS”l. Therefore we have proved that 
and the proof is complete. 
(5): Applying Lemma 3.7 for A = 2 and ((X[(” = I(U, + U,(l” = 2, we get 
m, = dimWz+C’ - l- 3. Moreover, it is clear that dimW2 = dimW,C’J = 1, and 
the proof is complete. n 
Generalizing now the above lemma on the dimension of V we have the 
following: 
LEMMA 3.13. Let V be a uector space of dimension (n” + n)/Z. Then 
there exist unit sectors Vi, i = 1,2,. . .,n, such that U, E W$l+L’z+ “’ +“k-l, 
k = 1,2,. . , n, and satisfying 
(i) T(Vi, Vi, Vi) = 2Ui, 
(ii) T(U,, Uj, U,) = 0, i i,j,k are diflerent (i#j#k or i=j#k or f 
i#j=k). 
Adding now the unit vectors Vi, i = 1,2,. . , n, given by this lemma, we 
construct the vector 
u=&iijlui~ (3.10) 
which is also a unit vector in V, and moreover T(U, + . . * + U,,, . . , U, 
+ . * . + U,,) = Z(U, + . . . + U,,), from which 
T(U,U,V) = ;CL (3.11) 
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LEMMA 3.14. Let Ui, i = 1,2,. . ., n, be unit vectors as in the above 
Lemma 3.13. Then for X E V, 
(1) T(Ui,Uj,X)=O, izj; 
(2) T(U,, x, uj> E w? n wp; 
(3) WY n WF n W,“k = {O) if i, j, k are diferent; 
(4) TQ+ ..’ +u,, 
L’l 
Proof. (l)-(2): The proof is similar to that of Lemma 3.12(l). 
(3): Let X E WY n WF. Then by (2), T(U,, X, Uj> E WY n W/:. Suppose 
k # i, j; then applying axiom PG we get 
TK'!.KT~T(Ui~X~~j)= - T(U,,T~,~~,X,Q. 
Let X E W:‘h; then from (1) we have 
since T,,LuLX = X, which is not true except in the case T(Ui, X, U,) = 0. But 
we supposed that 
so X @ WF unless X is zero, and the proof is complete. H 
Using now the vector CJ in (3.10) and applying Lemma 3.7 and axioms 
P[-Pi, one easily proves the following 
LE.MUA 3.15. Let U=(l/&)CI’=,U, and X E V. Then 
(1) Tlrc,,X = :X = T(,(, = Eid,,, 
(2) tr TCTI,, = E + 1, 
n 
2 2 
(3) T,‘;‘X = -X m Tz= -id,,, 
(4) T(U,V,~‘)=T(V,U,~)=T(V,W,U)=T(U,W,V)VU,V,WEV. 
From the above analysis we conclude that there exist two unit vectors up 
to a sign in each of the l-dimensional vector spaces W:< n W:‘). To avoid this 
result, given the unit vectors Ui, i = 1,2,. . , n, we choose unit vectors U,i 
such that 
U,i = T$&, i=1,2 ,...,n, (3.12) 
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and define vectors U,,,, such that 
Now it is an easy computation to prove the following 
LEM~IA 3.16. Consider the uectors U,, V,, U,, gicen abose. Then 
(la> TW,, U,, U,,) = U,,, 
(lb) T(U,, U,, U,,) = U,,, 
(2a) TW,, Ii,,, U,,) = U,, 
(2b) TW,, U,,, U,,) = U,, 
(3a) TW,,, U,, U,,) = U,, 
(31)) TW,,, U,, U,,) = U,, 
(4) T&J,,, U,,, U,,) = U,,. 
Proof. (la): We have 
T(U,,U,,U,,)=T(U,,U,,T(U,,U,,,U,)) 
=T(T(U,,U,,U,),U,,,U~) 
-T(U,,T(U,,U,,U,,),U,)+T(U,,U,,,T(U,,U,,U,)) 
=2U,, - T(U,,T(U,,U,,U,,),U,). 
suppose 
T(U,,U,,U,,)= au,, + X, aElR, x I’ll,,. 
Then the above equation becomes 
au,, + X = 2U,, - T(U,,aU,, + X,U,), or 
aU,,+X=2U,,-T(U,,aU,z,Uz)-T(U,,X,U,), 
from which 
au,, + X = (2 - u)U,, . 
Hence a = 1 and X = 0, and the proof is complete. 
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Generalizing now the above properties for the vectors Ui, i = 1,2,. , n; 
U,j, j = 2,3,. ..,n; and U,,,,, 1 = 2,3,. , n - 1, m = 3,4,. . , n, we get the 
following 
(1) 
(2) 
(3) 
(4) 
(5) 
T(U,7 U,, uli) = u,i; 
TOY,, vi, UJ = u,i; 
T(U*i, u,j, U*J = si j”li; 
T(U,,,U,,,Uli)=+Uli, if j; 
I 
U, if k=l,i=j, 
0 
TW,,,U,,, U,> = U, 
if k#l, 
if i=j=k, 
(Si,/@)U.. otherwise; 1.1 
(0 ifi, j, k u-e diferent 
(6) 
if k=l, i+j, 
if i=j=k, 
if k=l andi=j; 
(7) TCU,,, U,,i, Ulk)= 0 $i, j, k ure &&rent; 
(8) T(U,,,,,U,,,,,U,,,,)= Ul ,,,, 1 -C 1 < m. 
The vectors Ui, i = 1,2,. . . , n, and U,j, j = 2,3,. . . , n, are unit vectors. We 
wish to prove now that the vectors U,,,, given by (3.13) are also unit. In fact, 
(U/,,,7U,,,,> =2(T(U,,,U,,,,,U,,,),T(U,,,U,,,,,U,,,)) 
=2(T(U,,,,,U,,,T(U,,,U,,,,,U,,,)),U,,,), 
but 
therefore 
T(U*,,,,U,~,T(U,,,U1,,,,U,,,))=~U,,,, 
since T(U,I,U,~,U,,,) = T(U,,,,,U,,,U,,,)= 0; 
(U/V, 1 4, > = 2 x f (U,,, 1 v,,, > = 1 . 
It is now an easy computation to prove that the (n” + n)/2 vectors 
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(v,, uij}i < j = {CIi.j}i sl ,j, where Vii = U,, i, j = I, 2,. . , rt, are mutually orthogo- 
nal and therefore form an orthogonal basis for V. 
For convenience of computation, we introduce the vectors {ei, ejj)i <.j = 
(ei.j}i G.j, i, j = 1,2,. . , n, such that 
These vectors constitute 
can be easily proved. 
e; = u. I’ erj = &Uij. (3.14) 
an orthogonal basis on V, and the following lemma 
LEMMA 3.18. The t~lues of T on the oectors {eij}is,i m-e 
(1) T(eij, eij, eij> = 2eii, i < j, 
(2) T(e,,, e,jr, ei;> = 2e.. 
(3) T(eij, e.j,, elr,,) = ei:,I if i # m or (m f j and 1 # i). 
Consider now three arbitrary vectors X, Y, and 2 of V which are 
referred to the basis (e,, eij}i <,j, SO that X = xiei + xijeiJ, Y = yke, + Yk,ek,, 
Z = ~,,~c,,, + -,,,,,c,,,,,. Then .applying Lemma 3.18, we ‘get 
T(XIY, ‘) = (2xi.jYjlzil)ei + ( i~,,*ijy’i;i...)ei.... (a) 
Consider now the mapping cp between the vector spaces V and m as follows: 
cp:v + m; q:X=xie,+sijei~j+cp(X)=(xi+xi,j)=(xi.j), i<j (b) 
where xii = xi and we assume the summation convention. This mapping is 
clearly a linear isomorphism. Thus, if elements of V are represented by their 
corresponding symmetric matrices, then we next prove that T(X, Y, Z) corre- 
sponds to the symmetric matrix XYZ + ZYX, that is, 
T( X, Y, Z) = XYZ + ZYX. 
In fact, the element in the +-position of the symmetric matrix XYZ + ZYX is 
‘ip = xir;yl;,z,,, + zir,yI,,xr,,. (c) 
For p = i we get 
uir = 2sikyl,rzri, 
which are the coefficients of e, in (a). 
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It remains now to prove that 
But 
We notice now that the first bracket contains the term 2r,,y,,z,,, the 
second the term 2x,,y,,z,,, and so on, and the last one contains the term 
2~,,-1,,,Y,,-,,,1=,,-,.n. Thus, using indices, the sum Aj,,l contains the terms 
2xijyijzi,j, i <j, i,j = 1,2 ,..., n. Moreover, the @-term of Ai,,, may be 
written 
XijY,j/“/p + xpjYjIz/i = XikYklzlp + “pkYklz/i 
which proves the relation (d). 
Finally 
from which 
(X, X) = x: +2xjj = tr X”, 
since 
(ej, ek> = a& 
The proof of Proposition 3.1 is complete. 
4. A CHARACTERIZATION OF T ON THE SPACE m,, 
In this section we give the proof of Proposition 2.2. 
Let 7 = V@e be an extension of the vector space V to one more 
dimension, so that dimv = (n” + n)/2. Consider the tensor field S of type 
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S(x,Y)=s(x,Y)+ F(X,Y) for X,Y _L“e, X,Y EV: 
S(X,e)=S(f?,X)=2X for any X E V. (4.1) 
Define the tensor field 7 on v of type (1,3) by 
2T(X,Y,Z)=S(X,S(Y,Z))-S(Y,S(Z,X))+S(Z,S(X,Y)) 
for X,Y,Z_L’e, X,Y,ZEV, 
2T(X,Y,e)=S(X,S(Y,e))-S(Y,S(e,X))+S(e,S(X,Y)) 
(4.2) 
for any X,Y E v. 
- 
We prove that the tensor field T satisfies the properties P,’ through Pi, 
which are also satisfied by the tensor T for the vector space V which is 
isomorphic to the vector space m of all n x n symmetric matrices. More 
precisely, we prove that: 
P;: 
(T(x,Y,z),W)=(T(Y,X,W),Z)=(T(z,w,x),Y). 
Pd: 
T(X,Y,Z)=T(Z,Y,X). 
P;j : 
-- 
TI:,,T(X,Y,Z)=T(T,;,,X,Y,Z)-T(X,T,!,,Y,Z)+T(X,Y,T,,I,Z). 
Pi: 
(a) tr T,, = (n + l)JJX\I’, 
(b) trTl>O, 
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(4 tr(ig = (x,Tx,x)+2))xIJ4. 
Before proving these properties we remark that for any X, Y, Z orthogonal 
to e we have 
Therefore, the relations (4.2) are reduced to 
~(X,Y~F)=~(X,e,Y)=T(u,X,Y)=S(x,y)+~(x,y), X,Y EV. 
(4.3) 
On the other hand, we remark that P,j should he replaced by 
-- 
T,,,,T(x,Y,x)=T(T,,,,X,Y,X)-T(X,T,,,~Y,X)+~(X,Y,T,.,,X), 
from which by linearization (setting X + Z for X> we get 9;. 
The proofs of these properties are straightforward long computations; 
hence we will give the proof only for Pi(a). From the relations (4.3) WC get 
T,,Z=T~~Z+~(X.S(X,Z)), X,Z I’e, 
(4.4) 
T,,e=S(X,X)+2C, 
n 
x E G, [(X/J’ = 1. 
Consider an orthonormal basis (ei, i = 1,2,. . . , 
(12’ + n) 
2 
-l} of V such that 
the set {ei, e) is a basis of v. We have 
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but 
(T,,e,e) = ( s(*,x)+ ;,e = ;> ) since (S(X,X),e)=O, 
Moreover, 
hence 
C (T,,e,, e,) = C (T,,ei, ei) = tr TX, = 
n”+n-2 
i i 
n ' 
Therefore, 
2 
tr T,, = - + 
n”+n 2 
----_n++1 
n n n 
and the proof is complete. 
From the above analysis and Proposition 3.1 we conclude that v = V@ e 
is isomorphic to the space m; therefore, up to this isomorphism there exist a 
subspace V of c of dimension [(n’ + n)/2]- 1 which is isomorphic to the 
space m, of all n X n real symmetric matrices of trace zero. Recall that [by 
(2.11)I ztr(xYz) = (s(x,Y),z); h ence from the relation (4.3) we conclude 
that 
21n 
T(X,Y,Z)=XYZ+ZYX-;k(XYZ) 
and 
(X,X)=trX”, 
which completes the proof of Proposition 2.2. 
Before proving the Theorem, one more lemma is required. 
LEklklA 4.1. Let L be a tensor of type (1,3) on V with the symmetry 
properties of u Riemunnian curvature tensor including the Bianchi identity. 
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Suppose fm all X, Y E V and Z E D (rk Z = 2) 
(i) L(Z, X>Z = 0 and 
(ii) L(X, Y)T = 0. 
Then L = 0 on V. 
Proof of the Theorem. From the conditions of the theorem there exist 
functions fi, i = 1,2,3, along y -(m) such that if X is any vector field along 
y normal to V, then at each point P of y -{m) the vectors 
X,= -T;X+;(X,S(V,V))S(V,V), 
X,=2T,,X+BT,YX-2(X,S(V,V))S(V,V), 
x,=x-x,-x, 
are orthogonal eigenvectors of A with eigenvalues f;(V), i = 1,2,3, respec- 
tively. From the representation of T in Proposition 2.2 it is clear that there 
exists a parallel vector field X along y for which X,, X,, and X, are 
nonzero. Taking inner products g(AXj, Xi>, i = 1,2,3, we see that fi are 
smooth functions along y. From the equation [5,7] 
R(V,X)V=A”X-(VvA)X, 
we get 
R(V,Xj)V= (fi’ -J;y)xi, i = 1,2,3. (4.5) 
So, along y -{ml, the vectors X,, X,, and X, are eigenvectors of R(V, .)V, 
with corresponding eigenfunctions fi’ - f,‘, i = 1,2,3. Therefore, by continu- 
ity at m, each of the subspaces 
W,= -T:‘(V’)+#“,S(V,V))S(V,V), 
and their orthogonal complement in V I is contained in an eigenspace of 
R(V, -)V. Also, V ’ is an orthogonal direct sum of these three eigenspaces. 
Clearly these relations hold for any nonzero vector V at m satisfying 
T(V, V, V) = g(V, V)V and (V, S(V, V)) = 0. 
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Write D for the set of all such vectors including zero, and D, for the 
subset of unit vectors in D. The above properties of the curvature tensor R 
at I)I can be described equivalently as follows. There exist functions u, u, 21: 
on D, such that if V E D, and X E M,,, , X I' V, then 
R(V,X)V= u(V)X + c(V)T,!~X + “(V)T,,,JX 
-~[~(V)+~(V)](X,S(V,V))S(V,V), (4.6) 
since 
R(V,Xi)V= u,(V)X,, where ui( V) = f,” - f,‘, i = 1,2,3, (4.7) 
and 
u(V)=f:f -f;, f_i(v)=2f;-2f;-ff;Z+f,'-f:;+f:;, 
w(v)=2(f?pf;-f::+f:;), (4.8) 
where the prime denotes difkrentiation along y. 
Next we prove that u = 0 and c + IX = 0 on D ,. For convenience of 
notation we write Ail,,, as V in Proposition 2.2. 
Choose U E D,. Then as shown in Proposition 2.2, V can he considered 
as a vector space over 58 with an orthonormal basis { eji) of vectors in D, for 
which U = e,,. From (4.6) we have 
R(e,,,X)e,, = u(e12P, 
since 
T(e,,,X,e,,)=T(e,,,e,,,X)=O and (X,S(e,2,e,2))=0 
for any 
where A is a symmetric (n - 2) X (n - 2) matrix of trace zero. But T is 
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parallel, so 
u(e,,)X= R(e,,,X)e,, = R(e,,,X)T(e,,,e,,,e,,) 
= T(R(e,,,X)q2 ,e,,,e,,)+T(e,,,R(e,,,X)el,,e,,) 
+t(el,,e,,,R(e,,,X)e,,) 
= u(e,,)[2T(e,,, e,,,X)+ T(e,2,X,e,2)] =O. 
Hence, 
u(v) = 0 on D,. (4.9) 
Using now this relation and (2.181, we get 
c(V) + w(V) = 0 - t(V) = - w(v). (4.10) 
So the equation (4.6) is reduced to 
R(V,X)V= W(V)(T,f,X- T,YX). (4.11) 
We prove now that w is a constant function on D,. The condition that V 
and X should be orthogonal can be removed by replacing X with X - 
g(X, VW. so 
R(V,X - g(X,V)V)V= “(V)(T,“X - q-x). 
Using now PI and the symmetry of g(R(X, Y>X, Y) in X and Y, we have for 
all X,YE D, 
R[X,Y-g(X,Y)X]X=w(X)(T,,Y-T,XY); 
R[Y,X-g(X,Y)Y]Y=w(Y)(&X-T;X). 
From these equations, taking inner products with Y - g(X,Y)X and X - 
g(X, Y >Y respectively and subtracting, we get 
((~,,y~y)-(~,xy,y))[u;(x)-w(Y)] =o, 
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but 
(Txxr,Y>-(T,XY,Y) =2[tr(X”Y”)-tr(XY)“J 20 
VX,Y E D,, X#Y. 
So we conclude 
w(X) = w(Y) VX,Y E D,. 
Therefore w is a constant function on D,, say 
w = c. (4.12) 
Hence the equation (4.11) is reduced to 
R(V,X)V=c(T,T,X-T,YX). (4.13) 
Denote by R, R,, the curvature tensors of the manifold (of the theorem) 
and the symmetric space. Let 
L = R - cR,~ on V = M,,, (4.14) 
We easily get, using (3.1) and (4.131, that 
(i) L(Z, X>Z = R(Z, X>Z - cR,~(Z, X)Z = c(T,,X - Z’tX)- c(T,,X - 
TZX) = 0; 
(ii) L(X, Y )T = 0 tlX, Y E V = M,,,, since S is parallel on M for every 
X,Y E M,,,; hence R(X,Y) = 0, and analogously R,s(X,Y )T = 0. 
Therefore, applying Lemma 4.1, we deduce that 
R = PR,, on V (4.15) 
where cp is regarded as a real-valued function on M. Since SU(n>/SO(n> is 
an Einstein space, it follows that M is also, and cp is a constant, say k. Since 
R,v is parallel, so is R, so (M, g) is a symmetric space, where we assume that 
M is complete, simply connected, and nonflat, that is, k # 0. It remains now 
to prove that 
R(X,Y)Z=T(Y,X,Z)-T(X,Y,Z). 
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We proved [see (4.15)] that 
R(X,Y)Z=k[T(Y,X,Z)-T(X,Y,Z)]. 
Define g, = lklg, S,(X,Y) = (kJS(X,Y), and T,(X, Y, Z> = IklT(X,Y, Z) on 
M. Then P,-Ps are satisfied for g, and T,. Thus the conditions of the 
theorem still apply, and since the curvature tensor is unchanged, we have 
NX,Y)Z=k ~T,(Y,x,z)-~T~(x,Y.z) ) ( 1 
or 
R(X,Y)Z=~[T,(Y.X,Z)-T,(X,Y,Z~J VX,Y,Ze M. (4.16) 
Now assume k > 0. Given M, g and S, T as in the theorem, then it is 
immediate from Proposition 2.2 and the equations g(X, Y) = tr(XY), 
R,s(X,Y)Z = T(Y, X, Z>- T(X,Y, Z), and (4.16) that the tangent spaces at 
any two points of SU(n)/SO(n) and M are related by a linear isomorphism 
which preserves inner products and the curvature tensors. Hence 
SU(n)/SO(n) and M are homothetic, since each is complete and simply 
connected. 
A corresponding result applies to (SU(n)/SO(n))* if k < 0. The proof is 
complete. n 
The author would like to thank Dr. A. J. Ledger for several very useful 
comments on this problem, at the University of Liverpool. 
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